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I am pleased to present to students of astrology another collection of my articles in this twelfth
volume of Golden Keys to Jyoti�ca. The first three articles are on the so-called Trik houses, 6, 8,
and 12. These dussth��æ�0 or “difficult places” have a bad reputation because some of their
indications are experiences that cause significant human suffering. The 6th house for example,
relates to injuries and debts, the 8th house to incurable or deadly disease and the 12th house
to imprisonment.But what is often overlooked is that under the right conditions these houses
and their lords can give very favorable, desirable experiences. A good 6th house/6th lord can
make you successful in competitions, while a well-disposed 8th house can give you million-
dollar lottery winnings. The 12th can take you on wonderful vacations to exotic, foreign
locations, or put you in a secluded ashram practicing meditation and other forms of spiritual
s��F†�æ�åF†W6P three articles, A Trik(y) Bhava on the 6th house, Agony and Ecstasy on the 8th
house, and Bondage and Salvation on the 12th house, instruct students in detail on how to
assess the conditions under which these houses give their favorable and unfavorable results.
These conditions are profusely illustrated using the birth charts of well-known individuals as
well as those upon whom I made successful predictions.Obstetrics Versus Astrology is an
article that instructs practitioners in techniques for timing the birth of a child within a few days
using a combination of planetary and sign-based periods, along with the transits of Saturn,
Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, and, lastly, the Moon for the finest timing.What Will Rahu Do? is a long
article giving extensive, step-by-step instructions on how to interpret the North Node of the
Moon in a birth chart both in terms of static potentials and then dynamically when a person is
running Rahu periods or sub-periods.
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INTRODUCTIONI am pleased to present to students of astrology another collection of my
articles in this twelfth volume of Golden Keys to Jyoti�ca. The first three articles are on the so-
called Trik houses, 6, 8, and 12. These dussth��æ�0 or “difficult places” have a bad reputation
because some of their indications are experiences that cause significant human suffering. The
6th house for example, relates to injuries and debts, the 8th house to incurable or deadly
disease and the 12th house to imprisonment.But what is often overlooked is that under the
right conditions these houses and their lords can give very favorable, desirable experiences. A
good 6th house/6th lord can make you successful in competitions, while a well-disposed 8th
house can give you million-dollar lottery winnings. The 12th can take you on wonderful
vacations to exotic, foreign locations, or put you in a secluded ashram practicing meditation
and other forms of spiritual s��F†�æ�åF†W6P three articles, A Trik(y) Bhava on the 6th house,
Agony and Ecstasy on the 8th house, and Bondage and Salvation on the 12th house, instruct
students in detail on how to assess the conditions under which these houses give their
favorable and unfavorable results. These conditions are profusely illustrated using the birth
charts of well-known individuals as well as those upon whom I made successful
predictions.Obstetrics Versus Astrology is an article that instructs practitioners in techniques
for timing the birth of a child within a few days using a combination of planetary and sign-based
periods, along with the transits of Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, and, lastly, the Moon for the
finest timing.What Will Rahu Do? is a long article giving extensive, step-by-step instructions on
how to interpret the North Node of the Moon in a birth chart both in terms of static potentials



and then dynamically when a person is running Rahu periods or sub-periods.Enjoy!Marc
BoneyAnno DominiDecember 2021Cardiff by the Sea, California

A Study in ContrastThose of you who follow the world of sports know that Novak Djokovic is
having quite a year. He is currently the top-ranked player in men’s professional tennis. In 2021
he has won three “Grand Slam” events, the Australia open, the French open, and most
recently, Wimbledon. If he wins the upcoming u.S. open, he will be the only man in the history
of the sport to win all four of these events in one year. He is now tied with Roger Federer and
Rafael Nadal for the most “Grand Slam” victories overall at 20.His chart is a stellar example of
some of the favorable gifts that the otherwise much-maligned 6th house can give.In my article
Hearts of Champions on the birth charts of world-class athletes I showed how r��¦� yogas in the
6th house, which rules competitions, can show the potential for great success in such activities
under the right conditions. if the 3rd house/3rd lord is involved, then this success can come in
competitive athletics. This is the exact combination present in Djokovic’s horoscope.The best
r��¦� yoga for anyone with a Sagittarius ascendant is a combination of the 9th lord Sun with the
10th lord Mercury, provided the Sun is not combusting Mercury. This is what we see in his
chart, but notice also that these grahas are in a mutual aspect with Saturn, his 3rd lord of
sports who has a good source of strength based on its m�¶Æ�G iko�Ga placement in Aquarius in D-9.
He started playing tennis at age four in his Saturn major period.From Wikipedia:“As a young
child, Djokovic was given a mini-racket and a soft foam ball, by his parents, which his father
claimed, became “the most beloved toy in his life”.Djokovic began playing tennis at the age of
four when his parents sent him to a tennis camp in Novi Sad as his parents had not played any
tennis in the past. In the summer of 1993, before attending primary school, the six-year-old
was sent to a tennis camp organized by the Teniski Klub Partizan and overseen by Yugoslav
tennis player Jelena Gencic at Mount Kapaonik at where Djokovic’s parents ran a fast-food
parlor and a sports equipment business. Upon seeing the child Djokovic playing tennis, she
stated: “This is the greatest talent I have seen since Monica Seles.”At age six Djokovic moved
into his Mercury period and over the next 17 years of this mah��F�[��À activating the 9-10 r��¦� yoga
in the 6th house, he rose to the very top of men’s tennis, achieving a ranking of #2 in 2010.
This happened in the last sub-period, Mercury-Saturn.See his D-10 where Mercury is in its
exaltation sign and remains in a mutual aspect with Saturn, who is in Jupiter sign aspect by an
exalted Jupiter. Both Mercury-Jupiter and Mercury-Saturn were spectacular for him. But the
best was yet to come in his Ketu major period. Before reading further can you see why based
on Ketu in his birth chart?Of course, part of the answer is that Ketu will give the results of its
sign lord, Mercury, again activating the powerful 9-10 r��¦� yoga in the 6th house of competition.
But why then did it give him an even better level of r��¦� yoga since it was in this period that he
achieved the #1 ranking and had arguably one of the best years ever in men’s professional
tennis in 2011?From Wikipedia:“Djokovic won ten tournaments in 2011, including three Grand
Slam tournament victories at the Australian Open, Wimbledon, and the US Open. Djokovic also
captured a record-breaking five ATP Master titles and set a record for the most prize money
won in a single season on the ATP Tour ($12 million) He held a 41-match winning streak from
the start of the season to the French Open semi-finals, when he was defeated by Roger
Federer. His level dropped toward the season’s end, beginning with a back injury sustained
during the US Open which caused him to retire from the Davis Cup, and ending with a poor
showing at the ATP Finals. Djokovic concluded the season with a 70–6 record and a year-end
ranking of No. 1.Pete Sampras declared Djokovic’s 2011 season as the best he had seen in his
lifetime, calling it “one of the best achievements in all of the sports.” Boris Becker called



Djokovic’s season “one of the very best years in tennis of all time”, noting that it “may not be
the best statistically, but he’s beaten Federer, he’s beaten Nadal, he’s beaten everybody that
came around to challenge him in the biggest tournaments in the world.” Rafael Nadal, who lost
to Djokovic in six finals on three different surfaces, described Djokovic’s performances as
“probably the highest level of tennis that I ever saw.”The first four months of 2011 coincided
with Ketu-Ketu and the remainder was Ketu-Venus.Part of the answer to the question that I
have posed is that Ketu not only gives Mercury’s results but forms a good nodal r��¦� yoga in its
own right since it is in angle and gets the aspect of two trine lords, Jupiter as the 1st lord and
Mars as the 5th lord. In addition, it gives the results of the Gaja Kesar�° Yoga forming in Pisces
involving a svak�cetra lagna lord Jupiter, who is also giving a Hamsa Mah���W usha Yoga. Then
notice that Ketu falls in the Moon’s nak�catra, Hasta. Do you see why then Ketu gave even better
results than Mercury?Ketu-Venus was the sub-period throughout most of 2011, as well as
when he achieved the top ranking, and his most recent spectacular success has come in
Venus-Venus. Which brings me now to why I wanted to discuss this birth chart.When he was
rising up to the heights of men’s professional tennis it was his Mercury major period placed in
the 6th house. Ketu gave partially the results of Mercury. Venus, the current period, is the 6th
lord. Do you see the point? This dussth��æ� house and its lord, who, by the way, is classified in
P��!��¶� a Hor�� as the worst functional malefic for Sagittarius, has placed him at the very top of his
profession, given him millions (12 million in one year alone), and may see him achieve what no
other men’s tennis player ever has this year.This theme of how dussth��æ� bhavas, the so-called
“difficult houses” and their lords, can give highly favorable results is what I have been very
purposely writing about lately in order to impress upon students that every house, even these
Trik houses, have some desirable gifts to give, though only under certain conditions.His current
mah��F�[�� lord, Venus, is a well-placed and unafflicted 6th lord of competition and 11th lord of
victory and awards. As the 11th lord in the 5th house glancing back on its own 11th house it
gives dhana yoga results very obviously. What is not at all obvious just based on the r��[i is how
Venus continues to give him such r��¦� yoga-like success and status. This highlights the
importance of divisional charts for seeing the fuller implications of what a major period can
bring. See Venus in the nav��ä�[a and da�±�m�¶� What do you notice about it?You, no doubt, saw that it
is involved in a powerful 1-10 exchange with the Moon in D-9. But did you see that Venus is the
focal point of a Candra ��F†• Yoga that includes being hemmed by exalted benefics? And here he
is “first” among his peers. If you take house lordships, Venus is also with the yogak�� aka Mars.I
have stated many times in my articles and books and will reiterate it here that all the graha
yogas given in the Sanskrit classics can and should be applied to varga charts. Without seeing
Venus involved in these yogas in D-9 and D-10, how else is such continued great success
predictable in this major period? Mercury and Ketu giving this result is predictable based just
on the birth chart. It is not so with Venus.However, it can be seen at a glance in the Jaimini
system using Cara da�±�. The current major period is Gemini from where the 10th house
becomes so strong, with Jupiter as the 10th lord in the 10th house from there, and as the AmK
forming Jaimini r��¦� yogas with the PK Moon and DK Mars. The Moon in the 10th from this da�±�
lagna is also giving the special Jaimini r��¦� yoga that comes about when the Moon has the
association/ aspect of four or more grahas.Now consider this chart of a 32-year-old American
man who is currently running his Sun-Saturn period. He worked at a premier investment
banking firm on Wall Street out of college and is currently with a prestigious venture capital
firm earning exceptionally well. His Venus major period was mostly a sweet song and in the
current period of the Sun, the 2nd lord in the 9th house giving a dhana yoga, it is easy to see
how this period would be good financially.The period has also been very good for his career



and status generally since the Sun is disposited by Jupiter, the 9th lord in the 10th house,
closely kendra sambandha with an exalted yogak�� aka 10th lord Mars.However, his current
reality in Sun-Saturn is that he is in a health crisis. He recently underwent spinal fusion surgery.
For those unfamiliar, spinal fusion is surgery to permanently connect two or more vertebrae in
your spine, eliminating motion between them. It involves techniques designed to mimic the
normal healing process of broken bones. During spinal fusion, a surgeon places bone or a
bonelike material within the space between two spinal vertebrae. Metal plates, screws and rods
may be used to hold the vertebrae together, so they can heal into one solid unit.It is a very
delicate operation and there can be nerve damage, which has happened to him, such that he
is now in chronic pain, including sciatica, and he has back spasms. This has also been
emotionally painful for me to witness since he is my godchild, the eldest son of my best friend
from college with whom I have remained very close.I have been giving predictions to his
parents based on his chart since he was a child, and must candidly confess that I did not see
such a significant health crisis coming in the Sun major period. I did see some negative
implications of the current sub-period of Saturn, the 7th lord in the 6th house. I thought it
spelled trouble for his relationship life and this proved true when a long-standing girlfriend
broke things off and moved to California.What I should have noted is that Saturn is also the 8th
lord and a m�� aka 7th lord that goes to the 6th and is kendra sambandha to the Sun, who is
also a primary m�� aka as the 2nd lord and is with 12th lord. The chapter on da�±� phal in the
Laghu P��!��¶�!+ talks about the danger of such periods.Then see his nav��ä�[a. The placement and
condition of Sun-and Saturn in D-9 solidified my thoughts that this would not be a good period
relationship-wise, but in retrospect I should have seen the health implications as well. Both are
again primary m�� akas, with the Sun in Saturn’s sign in the 8th house and Saturn in the 12th
afflicted by both Rahu and Mars.
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